
 

  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Observations on Stability Analysis in Highly Variable Soils 
 

Presented by Prof. D V Griffiths 
 

Professor Griffiths will discuss stability analysis in geotechnical engineering, with examples focusing on 
slope stability and bearing capacity. The benefits of the finite element method will be highlighted via 
applications involving variable material properties and non-standard geometries. 
 
Starting with the simplest slope stability method, namely the “infinite slope analysis” often used for 
preliminary landslide stability assessment, results will be presented to answer the question of “How long is 
an infinite slope?” The general conclusion is that the infinite slope analysis can lead to highly conservative 
predictions of stability. It is also demonstrates that in the analysis of long slopes, steeper may not 
necessarily be worse!  
 
Staying with the slope stability theme, the focus moves to 3D slope stability analysis, which is rarely 
performed due to its complexity and the “received wisdom” that 2D is conservative. This latter assumption 
is critically investigated using the finite element method, leading to some unexpected conclusions.  
 
With growing interest in load and resistance factor design (LRFD) the presentation discusses the difference 
between factoring loads (up) and factoring strengths (down) in slope and bearing capacity applications. An 
analytical relationship is developed that shows how design outcomes in stability analysis are considerably 
more sensitive to strength factoring than load factoring.  
 
Given the huge bibliography on slope stability analysis since the early theories emerged in the first half of 
the 20th century, one wonders I there is anything really new to discover in this field. The seminar concludes 
with the story of a finite element student homework assignment that led to the discovery of an important 
error in a classic early paper. The error has survived in the literature for over 50 years and has found its 
way into some quite important slope manuals still used to this day. 

 
Vaughan Griffiths is a Professor of Civil Engineering at the Colorado School of Mines. He has 
written over 300 research papers, including some of the most highly cited in the 
geotechnical engineering research literature. He is the co-author of three textbooks on 
finite elements, risk assessment and numerical methods that have gone into multiple 
editions including the Chinese language. He gives regular short-courses for practitioners on 
risk and finite element applications in geotechnical engineering both in the US and 
overseas, with courses recently given in USA, Canada, Australia, Colombia and Norway. 
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